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Fusion Group India - Wood coating with excimer laser
A new process for the future
Excimer laser technology is making its way into
more and more manufacturing sectors, such as the
automotive, electronics, and furniture industry,
and is used in many industrial sectors. This article
will focus on the basics of excimer lasers technology
and how they are being used in a variety of different
industries to increase production capacity with less
energy consumption which ultimately leads to
lower costs for consumers. How it is making its
way into more and more sectors.

Argon ﬂuoride laser (Arf) is a type of excimer laser
which is also called an exciplex laser, with its
193-nanometer wavelength, it is a deep ultraviolet
laser.
An excimer laser typically uses a mixture of a
noble gas (argon, krypton, or xenon) and a halogen
gas (ﬂuorine or chlorine), which under suitable
conditions of electrical stimulation and high pressure,
emits coherent stimulated radiation (laser light) in
the ultraviolet range.

Why Excimer technology?
Excimer technology process:
Extremely matt, scratch-resistant and a very
energy-rich emission with low penetration depth –
these are the core characteristics of Excimer
technology, which is making its way into more and
more industrial sectors and applications. At a
wavelength of 172 nm, a polymerization process
starts in the uppermost part of a layer of UV-curing coating. Due to the comparatively low
penetration depth of UV radiation, this process
leaves a micro-folded ﬁlm on the wet coating
without affecting deeper layers of coating. These
can be cured using conventional UV technologies.

Step 1: Special lacquering formation is applied to
the subtract with the roller or curtain coating.
Step 2: Pre-gelled use radiation technology and
gelling lead to the ﬁner folding of the lacquer
surface

Step 3: Excimer lamp emitter-It emits radiation
that starts a polymerization process in the top
part of the lacquer layer.This ﬁlm formation leads
to shrinkage of the lacquer whereby the near-surface
How Excimer technology works?
lacquer ﬁlm develops so-called micro folding. So
that this process leaves only a thin ﬁlm on the
Irradiating surface coatings with short-wave excimer
liquid lacquer without curing lower-lying lacquer
beams polymerizes the top layer, forming a thin,
cured ﬁlm on the surface. As polymerization also layers.
results in shrinkage, the ﬁlm close to the surface
exhibits microfolds which create a matt surface. As Step 4: Hardening proce ss suitable radiation
a consequence, the formulation need not include technology is used to cure these micro folds with
matifying agents. The coating is then deep-cured the entire lacquer in full layer depth and the result
downstream by conventional medium-pressure UV is a deep matte mechanically and chemically
highly resistant surface which depending on the
lamps.
requirements and the lacquer formulation also
The excimer laser is an ultraviolet (UV) laser that offer a soft feel or anti ﬁngerprint effect.
uses a mixture of noble gas, halogen gas, etc. the
gas used in Excimer laser technology (Arf) means
Argon ﬂuoride laser.
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UV coating requires medium wavelength rays between
170- 193 nanometers which need less energy for coating
on the wood surface.

BENEFITS
Anti-ﬁngerprint

Save time and cost

• Excimer technology coating has an Anti-ﬁngerprint
ﬁnish, is extremely scratch and abrasion-resistant.

• More saving would allow greater efﬁciency and
productivity while improving the quality of products.

• The excimer coating process will increase the
surface hardness of your product as well as
improve chemical resistance.

• Improves efﬁciency in the coating process,
optimizes series production, saves time and costs

• It also features an anti-ﬁngerprint effect and
perfect reproducibility for making multiple items
look exactly alike.
• Additionally, it delivers a soft touch feel with
increased comfortability while using the item
making it even more pleasurable overall!

Cut labor and cost expenses
• Excimer technology cut down on the use of
skilled labor, so you can save money during the
process while getting a ﬁnished product faster.
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Eco-friendly process
• This creates a more eco-friendly process
that also saves production time

Less power consumption
• Excimer technology has an advantage over
power consumption as compared to normal UV
light which we usually use in a UV curing oven.UV
pigmented coating needs a gallium lamp which
requires more power consumption as compared to
a mercury lamp. If we check the parameters of laser
technology it has a large advantage in curing
speed over UV lamps.
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• Sometimes, we use Titanium dioxide to make the topcoat scratch-proof. But if we put more than 12
g/m2 on, it won't cure because the gallium lamp doesn't have enough energy to cure it.
• Excimer laser technology needs half of the energy to increase the hardness and we can complete it
in one coating.

It's clear that excimer lasers technology is becoming an integral part of the manufacturing industry
and excimer lasers are the future of cutting-edge technology. With less power consumption, lower
costs for consumers, and increased production capacity, it is easy to see why more companies are
considering this type of technology to increase their own bottom line. If this article has you intrigued,
we can help you ﬁnd out what kind of excimer technology your industry needs most!.
To know more visit at: www.fusiongroupindia.com
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Hettich Cargo Wardrobe Accessories for
Perfectly Organized Wardrobes
Wardrobes serve much more purpose than just a piece of furniture used for storage. They are the
safehouse for your special clothes, favourite shoes, expensive watches and handbags. These deserve to
be treated better than to be stuffed irrationally.
Hettich Cargo Wardrobe Accessories are a range of wire products designed keeping in line with our
philosophy of Fascinaction; which is built on the pillars of Win Storage, Feel Style and Enjoy Comfort.
The solutions are a boon for the user as they are easy to install, elegant & ergonomically designed to
transform a regular wardrobe into the wardrobe of your dreams.
transform a regular wardrobe into the wardrobe of your dreams. The collection comprises of accessorises,
which offer organization solutions for various applications such as moving shelves for storing clothes,
pull outs for shoes, ties and belts, trouser pull outs and also laundry!
This range of Cargo accessories are made of Stainless Steel and provide a 10-year warranty against
rusting. It includes the following:

1. Cargo Moving Shelf
Cargo Moving Shelf is an ergonomic and sleek alternative to traditional and bulky
wooden shelves. It has unique plastic bottom to avoid creasing in clothes. It
enables efﬁcient arrangement of clothes in an organised manner at the same
time. One simply needs to pull out the shelf to retrieve clothes making it
extremely handy.
Link: https://web.hettich.com/ﬁleadmin/Company_website/HIN/Media/Cargo_Wardrobe_Accessories.pdf

2. Cargo Pull Out Shoe Rack
Pull Out Shoe Rack is a smart way to store shoes in an
organized manner. Not all shoes are meant to be stored in
shoe racks at the door. Some shoes are simple more special
and treasured. That is where the Cargo shoe rack steps in!
One can easily pick up what one wants by pulling out the
shelf. Besides shoes, one can also keep related ancillary
products such as shoe polish, brush etc. Pull Out Shoe Rack
is available in both Horizontal & Vertical structures which
allows you to store occasion wear shoes safely and neatly.
Link:https://web.hettich.com/ﬁleadmin/Company_website/HIN/Media/Cargo_Wardrobe_Accessories.pdf
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3. Cargo Tie Belt Pull Out
People are very proud of their collection of ties.
Our Cargo Tie & Belt Pull Out gives them an
individual storage with space assigned to each
item. Besides ties and belts, it can also be used
to store accessories such as watches, cufflinks,
tie clips etc. One can access as well as pull out
accessories with all the ease in the world & that
too in no time! It can be used from both the left
and the right side alignment.
https://web.hettich.com/fileadmin/Company_
website/HIN/Media/Cargo_Wardrobe_
Accessories.pdf

4. Cargo Trouser Pull out
Trouser Pull Out is a smart way to arrange
and ﬁnd one’s favourite pair of trousers in
a jiffy. It can hold up to 10 trousers and has
a non-slip element which ensures that
trousers don’t fall off. The Cargo Trouser
Pull out can be used from both the left and
the right-side alignment.
Link: https://web.hettich.com/ﬁleadmin/
Company_website/HIN/Media/Wardrobe_
Accessories.pdfright-side alignment.

5. Cargo Laundry
Cargo Laundry Basket has been designed as a dedicated
space inside the wardrobe to collect laundry in a
clutter-free manner. It has a mesh close enough to avoid
clothes falling off. It can be used from both the left and
the right side.
Link: https://web.hettich.com/ﬁleadmin/Company_website/HIN/Media/-

You can also download the catalogue here.
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Hindware brings in ITALIAN Furniture
�ittings brand “FGV”

India’s leading sanitary ware brand Hindware & the fastest
growing consumer appliances player, has marked its
presence in the Kitchen furniture ﬁttings segment in a
strategic association with a leading Italian brand
Formenti & Giovenzana (FGV).

FGV by hindware portfolio includes product like Hinges – Slide On/Soft
Close/Corner, Channels – Telescopic &
Under mounted, Drawer Systems – Regular, Slim & Lift-ups, etc.

The parent company Somany Home Innovation Ltd. is
focused on servicing end-consumers and involved in
branding, marketing, sales & distribution and service
of various product categories. Hindware has always
aimed at providing the best-in class products with
outstanding quality & service to its end consumers. On the
other hand, FGV is oriented & structured to anticipate
customer’s needs, developing products that can ensure
high performances, high quality level, security & ease of
use. Hindware & FGV together as FGVbyhindware
bring in class, style & quality to the Indian Kitchen &
Wardrobes.

All FGV products are certiﬁed as per
European Norms after undergoing strict
tests during all the production cycles.
FGV also has an internal test laboratory at
Italy where to check repeatedly the products from the planning phase. Hindware is
conﬁdent that this incredible journey
under the partnership of FGV & Hindware
will be recognised as the most preferred &
trusted name in the designing of every
dream home.
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HYMMEN - ACHIEVING THE NATURAL LOOK
Offering authentic-looking surfaces with appealing textures, Digital Lacquer Embossing extends
the range of options available to wood-based material manufacturers looking to refine surfaces on
an industrial scale. Dr. René Pankoke examines the process
Digital structuring as a logical addition to digital decor printing has been a
topic of discussion since the Interzum and Ligna trade shows in 2017.
From the beginning, the development of appropriate processes was a
crucial success factor for establishing the technology in the wood- based
materials industry. It had to fulﬁl highest quality standards for industrial
production capacities to be accepted by furniture and ﬂooring manufacturers.

Dr. René Pankoke, Managing Partner and CEO of Hymmen

This article provides a short introduction into digital structuring in the
context of previous technical developments, the speciﬁcation of the Digital
Lacquer Embossing (DLE), further developments of that technology and
the beneﬁts it offers to manufacturers in the woodworking industry.

DIGITAL STRUCTURING IN CONTEXT
In order to be able to correctly classify the development of digital structuring, let’s brieﬂy examine it in
the context of previous technical achievements. When reﬁning surfaces onan industrial scale,
wood-based material manufacturers are increasingly making use of the advantages offered by digital
printing:
• Industrial production of small output
• Integration of digital printing into the process
quantities per decor
chains of the decor industry
• Customised mass production

• Quick response to market trends

• Shorter time to market

• Shorter set-up times

• Lower storage costs

• New design options
(register lengths, colours, visual depth)

In addition to the look, an appealing and authentic
surface feel has also become an indispensable quality
feature for furniture, floors and the like. Press plates or
structural cylinders are still widely used to create a surface
structure. But little by little, the market is realising that
the benefits of digital printing are not taken advantage
of. Or worse, they are counteracted if a digital process
was used for decor printing earlier on in the production
process.

MEETING STANDARDS
Customers have strict requirements when it comes to
textured surfaces. If these are not met, a new technology
has no chance of replacing tried-and-tested processes.
This includes the scratch resistance of the lacquer
surface as well as its appearance with regard to the
synchronisation with any underlying decor, and with
OCTOBER, 2021 - ISSUE 9

The innovative DLE plus process involves a transparent medium being
printed with a layer of uncured, conventional lacquer
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regard to different gloss grades and the depth of the
texture. For this reason, approaches with positive
material application with digital technology were
discarded right from the start of the development
process because they did not meet the requirements
for abrasion resistance. Even approaches in which the
surface texture was to be achieved by direct application
of the varnish or where the primer specified the

structure were not effective. With this in mind,
German machine – and plant building company
Hymmen drew on its extensive experience in digital
decor printing, liquid coating and implementing
customer-specific surface quality requirements to
develop the industry-standard and patented Digital
Lacquer Embossing (DLE) process.

An appealing and authentic surface feel has become an indispensable
feature for furniture and floors

With a width of 70–2,200mm and only one digital pressure bar, DLE plus technology can be easily integrated into existing processes

DLE TECHNOLOGY
The innovative process involves a transparent
medium being printed with a layer of uncured, conventional
lacquer. This is done with the help of the proven technology
from the Hymmen JUPITER Digital Printing Lines. Physical
and chemical reactions create a deep and unique texture.
Digital lacquer embossing exploits all the commercial and
technical advantages of the established digital
single-pass printing process. These include properties
such as high ﬂexibility, short set-up times, no storage
costs, new design options and customisation, and doing
away with the need to change cylinders or press plates.
Hymmen’s advanced Digital Lacquer Embossing
process for ﬂoors and furniture offers surface
textures with deeper lines and sharp edges
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With a width ranging from 70mm to 2,200mm and requiring only one digital pressure bar, the technology
can be easily integrated into existing processes. Using just a small amount of the structuring medium
does not change any of the tried-and tested properties of the varnish, such as hardness, adhesion,
scratch resistance and chemical resistance. Ultimately, textures can be created to run synchronously
with the surface decor – regardless of whether this decor was achieved through analogue or digital
printing

CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT
At Interzum 2019, DLE received great recognition and
won the Innovations Award for high product quality.
Still, the Hymmen development team went on to rethink
the process from the perspective of customer requirements. While the previous procedure was ideal for
certain digital textures, there was still room for improvement when it came to other textures. For special decors,
the distinctive depth effect and sharp edges are particularly important in order to get as close to the original as
possible.

An appealing and authentic surface feel
has become an indispensable feature for
furniture and floors

DLE plus can be used on wood-based panels
as well as multi-layer substrates, plastics and glass

The breakthrough came in 2020: ‘DLE plus’, the
advanced Digital Lacquer Embossing process for ﬂoors
and furniture offers surface textures with deeper lines
and sharp edges. The technology can be used on
wood-based panels as well as on other materials such
as multi-layer substrates, plastics and glass.
“Better than nature” said a customer who thought that
the digitally printed surface had even bett er properties
than real wood.
Authentic-looking surface made possible with
industrial digital printing from Hymmen
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Different gloss grades can be achieved with DLE plus

Customers expect the lacquer surface to be scratch
resistant

ADVANTAGES OF DLE PLUS
The advantages of the DLE plus digital lacquer embossing
process can be summarised as follows:
• A large texture depth of 10–200 microns
• Special effects due to high variability in depth
• Sharp edges
• Different gloss grades
• On request synchronised with the printed decor
• Paint surface quality is retained
• Technology can be added to existing conventional paint lines

DLE exploits all the commercial
and technical ADVANTAGES of
the established digital
single-pass printing process

Seeing and touching authentic-looking surfaces is made possible by the continuous application of industrial
digital printing from Hymmen including its commercial and technical advantages. Digital Lacquer
Embossing thus offers a completely new beneﬁt for surface ﬁnishing and, with DLE plus, for an even
wider variety of textures.

Dr. René Pankoke, Managing Partner
and CEO of Hymmen

Further Information:
Use this QR code
to view Hymmen’s
DLE plus video

Hymmen GmbH Maschinen- und
Anlagenbau, Bangalore, India.Ă
Mr. Pandu Rathod
tel: +91-9964219410
web: www.hymmen.com
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Nedisha Group – Adding value to your creations

N

At
EDISHA GROUP We provide/supplies of prevailing technological
and innovative equipment and tools for Wood ﬁnishing and solution
provider for Wooden Furniture and Door industries. We remain committed
and passionate about providing uncompromising solutions for speciﬁc
Wood ﬁnishing applications with a fruitful cumulative experience of 10+
years in this industry.
At Nedisha Group, We believe in adding value to your creations by developing
the best in class technologies for wood ﬁnishing. We have a proven track
Mr. Dilpreet Singh Makker, Proprietor
record in a whole range of products including complete automatic or
robotized spraying lines, ﬂat dryers, vertical dryers, UV and UV led curing systems, complete roller coating
and curtain coating lines, printing machines and robots and 3D lines for doors, window frames and
three-dimensional panels.
Nedisha Group provides a professional team from the design stages to after-sales technical assistance.
Inside our Technology Centre we develop the best technologies for wood ﬁnishing to meet the high
production demand, expanding solutions. Notably, to underline our innovative UV and UV led curing
systems for graphic arts

A glance at few of our products:
Reciprocating Spray Painting Machine
Spraying is by far the most
frequently used application when it
comes to Substrate painting. Airless
paint sprayers are now the most
used tool in a workman’s arsenal, so
selecting the correct machine will
help to improve productivity and
proﬁts. Superior quality is achieved
from the high number of guns and
rotational speed which guarantee
uniform application even in the
most critical situations. The automatic
change of ﬁlters prevents production
cycle interruption and reduces
maintenance operations
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Automatic Five Axis Spraying Machine

This Machine is very ﬂexible to work with
various products painting requirements and
can be easily setup on touch screen programming.
These Machinea remain in high demand not
only due to their reliability, but also because
they are intelligently conﬁgured. The Five Axis
Spraying Gun is designed speciﬁcally to deliver
best-in-class performance while saving you
time as it is co-operated with automatic
rotate and turn over working table that spraying
each side of work piece (substrate) is done
uniformly with very high quality. Infact 15-18 minutes of laborious work is reduced to 3 minutes by
this machine . You will experience faster clean up, faster changeovers, and faster cycle times, all
packed into the lightest spray gun in the world.DOUBLE

Double Roller Coating Machine

The series of Double Roller coating machines
allows a quick and economical painting of the
product(Substrate) to be carried out. These
systems can only be used for the ﬁnishing of
ﬂat panels and they have a rapid production
cycles(approx. 8 metre/minute); they are
equipped with a lacquer recovery system that
allows to have no waste of product.
According to different coating thickness
demands , you can choose single, double ,
three or special roller structure. choose
single, double,

For more information visit - www.nedishagroupindia.com
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Prime Solwood India - Inaugurates New Showrooms in
Jodhpur & Delhi
INTRODUCTION
We would like to Introduce as
SOLWOOD INDIA GROUP, we
established in 2019 & we started
from Delhi & now we have many
Sales & Service Ofﬁces in India
situated as Delhi, Punjab, Jodhpur,
Jaipur, Moradabad, Mumbai,
Bangalore, Chennai & Kerala.
Our Team is very professional in
Wood Working Sector with highly
experienced. We have vast
experience in Solidwood Line,
Panel Line & Metal Line manufacturing machines.

LEARNING & INNOVATION
SHOULD KEEP MOVIND
EVERYDAY,

• Production Flow
• Skill Manpower
• Technology
SOLWOOD ALWAYS KEEP
LEARNING IN NEW
INNOVATION.

Solwood Group wants to work as Team in

Metal Industry is to provide

One-Roof Solutions for Furniture Industry.

complete solution in Production

Our vision to provide technology for excellent

in Wood & Metal Furniture.

We just inaugurated Spare
Parts Showroom in Jodhpur &
Machines Showroom In Delhi

of the world. Our mission is to provide a good
solution to build Furniture without wastage
and we would be more happy to introduce
with new Technology to make Furniture with

• Solid Wood Line

using of wastage of Wooden Planks. Which

• Panel Line

we successfully provided in Rajasthan like

• Metal Line

FingerJointing Line for Solid Wood Board.
Keeping the above VISION & MISSION in
mind, we are in aprocess to Establish Service
Center and Showroom of Spare parts &
Toolings in all over INDIA.
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•R&D

along with protecting nature and resources

requirements are :-

• Finishing

• Innovation

formation of the wooden and metal furniture

Our Main segments for present

• Seasoning Wood

• Quality Control

THAT’S WHY WE AS

Our Focus & Aim for the Wood &

providing the New Technologies

• Consultation
• Plant Layout

VISION IN WOOD & METAL INDUSTRY
FOCUS IN SECTOR
for the Furniture Industry. We are

SPECIALIZATION

For more information visit www.solwoodindia.com
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